Chairman Becker called the meeting of the House Federalism Committee to order at 9:00 a.m. A quorum was not present so the committee proceeded as a subcommittee.

Chairman Becker explained some housekeeping items and the committee recessed.

A quorum was present and the minutes from the previous meeting were approved.

Chairman Becker called up HB 178 for its first hearing.

Reps. Brinkman and Hood were present, delivered sponsor testimony, and answered questions of the committee.

Chairman Becker asked LSC to speak to the license requirements of the bill, and questions continued from the committee.

Chairman Becker asked LSC to clarify what CHL allows, LSC responded, and questions continued from the committee.

Chairman Becker asked LSC to explain competency certification, LSC responded, and questions continued from the committee.

Chairman Becker asked LSC to explain what a person was allowed to carry under different scenarios, LSC asked to follow up at a later time, and questions continued from the committee.

Seeing no further business, the Chairman adjourned the meeting at 10:23 a.m.